R-50 ATTIC STAIR COVER INSULATION KIT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Please Read Instructions Carefully Before Beginning Installation

1. Assemble the stair cover box as shown above. Bring assembled stair cover and R-50 Kit components into the attic.

2. Open Reflective Shield and insert insulation. The Battic Door stair cover box is installed over the insulation covering the insulation (insert box open end up).

3. GENTLY insert the stair cover box (open end up) into the Reflective Shield covering the insulation. IMPORTANT! The shield fits snug around the stair cover box. To avoid tearing the shield, pull each corner of the shield up 1” at a time, moving from corner to corner.

4. Turn the assembled stair cover over and position stair cover over the gasket as you exit the attic. Your attic stairs fold up inside of the stair cover. TIP: If desired, additional insulation may be added to the sides of the stair cover between the shield and cover if clearance allows.

To Close:   Lower the stair cover onto the gasket as you leave the attic. The stair cover embeds itself into the gasket creating a tight seal stopping air leaks.

To Open:   Lift cover up and move out of the way. Add insulation to maximize the benefits of your stair cover.
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